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SHORT HISTORY

In 1993 the Silaghi family established the Rozoti transportation company, and started its 

international activity with one truck. Today, the family is still the only shareholder of the

company.

Between 1995-1998 we gradually modernized our vehicle fleet, ensuring even better 

services for our clients.

Between 1999-2004, through the extension of our client portfolio, we ensured that the 

Rozoti brand equals quality logistics services.

Starting with 2005 we fortified our presence on the international transportation market, and 

today we are proud of having satisfied customers who are constantly served by a team 

formed in a familiar spirit.

Since 1993
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Since 1993

INFORMATION ABOUT THE FLEET

Our own, modern vehicle fleet is made up of the following units: trailers with tarpaulin 

(MEGA, Standard) and box trailers (MEGA, Frigo).

          Standard 24 ton truck with 90 m3 cargo space

          24 ton MEGA truck with 100 m3 cargo space

          24 ton MEGA truck with 100 m3 cargo space

          22 ton Thermo truck with 85 m3 cargo space

          3,1 ton truck with tarpaulin with 40 m3 cargo space

          2,8 ton box truck with 40 m3 cargo space

          1,2 ton van with tarpaulin with 20 m3 cargo space

          1,2 ton box van with 15 m3 cargo space

Besides our own vehicle fleet we dispose of a large number of subcontracted trucks, which 

constantly work under Rozoti coordination, and are equipped to the same standards as our 

own trucks.
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AUTHORIZATIONS – TRACKING– SAFETY

The safety of the loaded goods is guaranteed by the 2.500.000 Euro value CMR insurance, 

issued by Allianz Germany. Our GPS tracking system (24/7) permits us to fluidize 

information to our clients. On special request we can offer online tracking of the transports, 

starting from the moment of loading until the destination.

CODE XL A-Schild
(waste transportation)

ADR
(transportation of 

hazardous goods)

A
VIHB

(waste transportation)
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NUMBERS THAT MATTER IN 2022

          1.100 satisfied clients who were served according to mutual agreements.

          615.000 tons of goods delivered based on the signed contracts.

          45.000.000 km driven without any major traffic events with our own vehicle fleet and 

          with the vehicles of our trusted partners. We offer road transportation solutions, on 

          European standards, throughout the whole EU.

In 2022our turnover has surpassed 36.000.000 euro and it is supported by the 

company’s quantitative and qualitative growth.

Our success is owed and maintained by a young team of professionals who are 

dedicated for developing strong relationships with our partners.

Since 1993
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WHY ROZOTI?

   A young and skilled team with at least 8 years of experience on the international
   transportation market.

   We follow and implement with great care and priority the European legislative 
   modifications. 
   
   We immediately communicate these modifications to our partners (Mobility package 1, 
   RO e-transport, etc.).

   Permanent investment in human resources, which is the first and most important engine 
   in the development of the company (foreign language courses, logistics specific trainings).

   Excellent geographical coverage by our field agents.

   Perception of seriousness and professionalism of our company among the clients.

   Own headquarter situated in the Oradea industrial business park, which is located 8KM 
   of the border with Hungary, in the close proximity of the A3 highway, which connects 
   Romania with the rest of Europe.

   CMR Insurance – 2.500.000 €, issued by Allianz Germania.

   The shareholders are directly implicated in the business, which makes the decision -
   making process much faster.

   Own vehicle fleet.
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ENVIRONMENT & CERTIFICATE

Environmental protection becomes a frequently discussed subject, so implicitly also in the 

transportation industry this is a major objective. We, at the Rozoti are continuously working 

to sustain these steps along our day to day tasks, and namely:

       

          Reducing distances between the loading and unloading locations. Using trucks with 

          emission class of EURO 6;

          Optimizing fuel consumption by adequately training the drivers and the personnel

          implicated in the transport;

          Reducing sound pollution of the transportation units.

          We do everything we can that in the future we will be able to 

          implement more solutions for the environmental protection.
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Our conact details

Office: Petre Carp street nr.7, Oradea, Romania

Headquarter: Oltului street nr.7, Biharia, Bihor, Romania

Vat Nr: RO 4348076

Registration Nr: J05/2578/1993

E-mail: info@rozoti.ro

TimoCom nr:

Transporeon nr:

Teleroute nr:

123cargo nr:

Trans.EU:

063582

241678

479166A

4980

605795-1
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OUR GOALS FOR THE FUTURE

          Development of the logistics operation on an international scale;

          Development of cargo handling and storage;

          Fortifying the trusted position as the logistics operator not just on the domestic, but 

          also on the international market;

          Increasing the turnover and expending our client portfolio;

THE TEAM
THAT MAKES EVERYTHING POSSIBLE

/ International road freight transport
and forwarding
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Eurobusiness Park I

Petre Carp street nr.7

RO-410605 Oradea

Bihor county, Romania

Phone: +40 259 419 889

Fax: +40 259 419 888

E-mail: info@rozoti.ro

www.rozoti.ro
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